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The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect Mystery 



Ohm’s law (1827)

Georg 
Simon Ohm
(1787-1854)



Hall effect  (1879)

• In a magnetic field, electrons move perpendicular to the 
electric field due to the Lorentz force. 
  
• A new resistance can be defined: 

classical result

B

I IEEdwin Herbert Hall 
(1855 - 1938)





• Relative accuracy of quantization: 3 parts in 10 billion.  (One of the 
most accurate measurements of the fine structure constant.) 

• Universal effect, independent of sample type, geometry, or disorder. 

• Quantum effect.

Integral quantum 
Hall effect
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Metrology  
Klitzing: New unit of resistance
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FQHE: The 
discovery
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wave function at 1/m (m odd integer)

Laughlin, 1983

Theory of 1/3 FQHE

zj = xj + iyj



This was just the beginning…





• There are 80+ fractions. The number of FQHE states is actually much larger, 
because, in general, many FQHE states with different spin polarizations occur at 
each fraction. 

• Experiments have measured the energy gaps, collective modes, spin polarizations, 
spin wave excitations, transport coefficients, etc. for many of these FQHE states. 

• The 1/2 Fermi sea is a part of a broad range of closely interconnected 
phenomenology.

The FQHE is a data rich field



In addition, there is a huge amount of  
exact computer data…



questions for theory
• Should explain the physical mechanism of the FQHE.

• Should explain the essential phenomenology in a qualitative fashion.

• Should enable calculations of various experimentally measured quantities.

• Ideally, we would like to have exact solutions for all eigenstates at arbitrary 
filling factors in the lowest Landau level. (This is impossible, and not even 
desirable.)

• Should give accurate solutions (eigenfunctions and eigenenergies) for all low-
energy eigenstates (defined later) at arbitrary filling factors in the lowest 
Landau level. 

• Should be simple.  As few adjustable parameters as possible.

• Elegance is desirable thought not necessary. 

• Should suggest brand new questions and make additional new nontrivial 
predictions. 


